
Figure 2 a-c) E-field measurement setup of a coronary stent, a bow tie antenna and 
an ASTM phantom. d-f) Simulations/measurement results for a Cu tube and a stent.

Figure 1 a-c) Simulation and measurement setup for RF heating experiments. d) 
MR thermometry results in a surface region (slice I) and a coronary stent (slice III).
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Target audience: Basic researchers and clinical scientists interested in RF safety concepts for small implants, in particular coronary stents at ultrahigh fields. 

Purpose: En route to broader clinical UHF-CMR studies it is essential to gain a better insight into the interaction of coronary stents with radiofrequency fields. 
Previous explorations into the assessment of SAR and temperature levels are valuable but constrained to the very specific experimental setup used [1]. Recognizing 
the need for a universal SAR estimation of passive conducting implants, this work links SAR derived from a real-time SAR estimation [2] to actual temperature 
behavior. To meet this goal, numerical thermal simulations, E-field measurements and RF heating experiments are performed in coronary stents. 

Methods: After deriving and validating an analytical approach for the assessment of SAR1g in real-time [2], E-field measurements were performed with electro 
optical E-field probes (Seikoh Giken) and compared to EMF simulations (SEMCAD X) in a ASTM like phantom (Fig. 1a-c). RF heating experiments were performed in a 
whole body 7T MRI (Siemens) using a custom built water-based phantom. A coronary stent (Biotronik) (Fig. 2a-c) was placed into the phantom. A bow tie antenna [3] 
was operated at 300MHz with 77W for 8min using an external RF power amplifier. MR thermometry was conducted together with fiber optic temperature 
measurements (Neoptix). Thermal simulations (SEMCAD X) were performed to detail the effect of (re)stenosis (0-100%) on the temperature distribution.  

Results: The analytical approach proposed for real-time SAR assessment [2] in 
coronary stents proved to be able to detect whether SAR obeyed the IEC limits 
[4]. The deviation between simulations and measurements of absolute E-field 
values was -13% (no stent equivalent) and -25% (with a stent equivalent). The 
coronary stent induced -22% lower measured E-field peak values than a copper 
tube mimicking the stent, while our simulations indicated a difference of -25%. 
The deviation between fiber optic thermometry, MR thermometry and thermal 
simulations accounted for ΔT<1°C. Immediately after onset of RF power 
transmission the max temperature rise was found at the stent tip (Fig.3) where 
SAR1g levels were higher (264W/kg) than in slice I (117W/kg) (Fig.2b) of the 
phantom investigated. With ongoing RF power deposition heat is dissipated 
from the stent tip to cooler (RF shielded) tissue regions inside the stent center 
due to high thermal conductivity of the stent (9.4WK-1m-1) and tissue 
(0.53WK-1m-1). After t>80s the temperature distribution in slice I dominated the 
max temperature (Fig.2-3). After RF power is switched off (e.g. during protocol 
preparation in an MRI session), stent temperatures decreased while 
temperatures in other regions remained constant (Fig.3). After 6min RF heating 
maximum temperature in slice I was >6°C above the temperature value at the 
stent, although SAR1g in the stent was a factor of 2.3 higher than in the 
phantom. Our simulations show that blood flow reduces induced temperature 
in the stent (Fig.4). Here the transition point between a stent heating 
dominated regime and a surface heating dominated regime can be reached 
earlier for low residual flow levels (Fig.4). 

Discussion: Using an analytical estimation [2], stent induced SAR1g values can be 
computed in real-time allowing on the fly detection of critically elevated SAR 
levels. These SAR levels can be linked to expected temperature profiles of a 
stent. Our simulations and experiments demonstrate, that temperature 
elevations in coronary stents are far less pronounced for the same local SAR 
levels as compared to other tissue regions due to the electromagnetic and 
thermodynamic properties of the stent and its environment. Blood flow 
through the stented vessel reduces temperature gradients present along the 
stent leading to reduced peak temperature values by 57%. 

Conclusion: Our concept of SAR/temperature evaluation of coronary stents can 
potentially be translated to any patient, coronary stent type, RF coil 
configuration and RF transmission regime. Our methodology of a generalized 
approach, while being backed up by multimodal measurements, may be of 
value for RF heating investigations of other passive electrically conductive 
implants even at lower field strengths. This benefit would be in positive 
alignment with the needs of explorations that are designed to examine the 
potential of UHF-MRI for diagnostic imaging.  References: [1] Santoro D, et al., PlosONE, 2012 [2] Winter L, et al., MRM, 2014 [3] Winter L, et al., 

PlosONE, 2013 [4] IEC 60601-2-33, Edition 3.0, 2010 

Figure 4 Fiber optic temperature measurements 
of a coronary stents after 8min or RF heating. 

Figure 3 a-b) Thermal simulation results of the influence of vessel restenosis on the temperature distribution 
in a stent model. c) Time for surface over stent temperature domination for different restenosis levels. Proc. Intl. Soc. Mag. Reson. Med. 23 (2015)    0304.


